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SUMMER WEEK #7 - THE HALF WAY POINT!
Can you believe it?! We're halfway through our summer
season already! As the saying goes, "Time flies when you're
having fun." And I think about that every summer because
the summer's just fly by!
There are seven more weeks of our summer season before
jumping right into our Fall Shares.
Crops we still have to look forward to are:
- watermelon
- eggplant
- cantelopes
- green beans (hopefully!)
- and lots and lots of tomatoes and peppers, and summer
squash and zucchini, and cucumbers, and on and on! ;)

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
*Signifies DANGER ZONE Veggies - those items that are in danger of rotting more quickly
than other items. Store in the refrigerator immediately upon returning home and plan to eat
quickly, within 3 - 5 days for best results.
*BEETS ~ Cut off the beet greens immediately when you get home and reserve them for
other recipes. Beets are rich in many vitamins and minerals, and are wonderful for cleansing
the body as they are a natural tonic for the liver and a blood purifier. Can prevent many
forms of cancer and beets can help lower blood pressure. Saute beet greens in olive oil, with
garlic, salt and bacon. Grate beet root raw and use the root and the greens in salads. Roast
and save in your fridge to add to your smoothies for a delicious vitamin boost. Still not a
fan? You can’t go wrong with pickled beets. :)
*CARROTS ~ I probably don't need to tell you much about carrots except that they are a
DANGER ZONE vegetable... that is, their greens need to be removed immediately when
you get home so that they don't suck the moisture out of the carrot. The greens can also be
eaten, in salads, in pesto's, or they can be composted if you're not up for that ;)
CUCUMBERS ~ One of the most "sensitive" vegetables... ;) Should be stored at room
temperature – not in the refrigerator. Are sensitive to temperatures below 50°F. When
stored at room temperature, cucumbers thrive and last longer. Stored below 50 degrees,
they’re prone to developing “chilling injuries,” including water-soaked areas, pitting, and
accelerated decay.But if you absolutely insist on chilling your cucumbers, limit it to no more
than three days and eat them as soon as possible. We also suggest keeping them towards
the front of the shelf, where temperatures are warmer, and off the bottom shelf, which is
usually the coldest part of the fridge. One more thing to keep in mind is that cucumbers are
highly sensitive to ethylene, a natural gas that causes the certain foods to ripen (and
eventually spoil) very quickly. Not only should you keep your cukes on the counter, but be
sure to keep them separately from bananas, tomatoes, and melons, which are all high
ethylene producers.
SUMMER SQUASH / ZUCCHINI ~ Super versatile; great shredded as a raw salad, grilled
with garlic, fried with a breading coating, steamed with butter and salt, or baked/roasted, or
even made into "noodles". There's not too much you can't do with summer squash and
zucchini! For best results, refrigerate yellow squash and zucchini, unwashed, in a plastic bag
in the vegetable drawer where it will last at least up to 7 days. If you're short on fridge
space, store on your counter but it's best if used then within 2 or 3 days.

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK

EARLY ONIONS - Onions with the greens still intact. The entire plant can be eaten, both
the greens and the bulb. The outer layers of the narrow neck are a bit tough and could be
removed, but the inside of the neck is tender. Use for any recipe calling for onion and the
greens can be used as a green onion. Grilled onions are delicious!!
BELL PEPPERS ~ Will last approximately 1-2 weeks in the refrigerator, but can also be
frozen. For best preservation of flavor and quality, store peppers in a plastic bag in the
vegetable crisper of your refrigerator. To freeze for later use, slice or chop them up, place in
a single layer on a cookie sheet and freeze; then promptly place the pieces in an airtight
container or heavy-duty freezer bags for future use.
HOT PEPPERS ~ A variety of hot peppers with different flavors and heat levels. Earlier in
the year they tend to be a bit more mild than later in the summer when they start changing
from green to red. To enjoy the flavor without all the heat, remove the inner seeds and veins.
We recommend wearing plastic or rubber gloves whenever working with hot peppers,
especially for people not accustomed to them. Once you're used to handling them, you can
determine if the gloves are necessary or not. Store on the counter or in the crisper drawer of
your fridge. Also, the longer the peppers sit, the more heat they seem to acquire so be
aware. Also, wash hands immediately after working with peppers and avoid touching your
eyes or face before doing so.
TOMATOES ~ We try to pick them at a variety of levels of ripeness so you don't have to
eat them all immediately upon returning home. Some you may want to let sit on your
counter to ripen a bit for a few days before enjoying... Perfectly ripe tomatoes should be kept
at room temperature on the counter away from sunlight. Make sure they're in a single layer,
not touching one another, and stem side up. Consume within a couple of days for best flavor.
Overripe tomatoes that are soft to touch with very red flesh are best kept in the fridge until
they can be used.

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
COLLARD GREENS ~ These nutritious greens have made their way into healthy diets
throughout the country: shredded raw in salads, steamed, and even used as gluten-free
wraps. They are delicious when sauteed with garlic, sea salt, and olive oil; but to take it to
the next level, fry up some bacon and then saute them in the remaining bacon grease.
Crumble cooked bacon on top of sauteed greens before serving. This simple dish will convert
any skeptic of collard greens! ;) Store unwashed greens in a plastic bag up to 10 days.
*ITALIKO ROSSO DANDELION GREENS ~ A new crop for us that we're loving!! All the
benefits of dandelion greens that's easier to harvest! Read more about dandelion greens here.
I like to include them in our salads, or anytime I'm using greens, and in our green smoothies.
*KALE ~ For a bunch of whole leaves, it's all about avoiding excess moisture. Wrap the
bunch of kale in a layer of paper towels, and store in a zip-top plastic bag in the refrigerator
crisper drawer. The kale should be in great shape for a week. Enjoy raw in salads, in your
green smoothies, or lightly sauteed with garlic, sea salt, and olive oil.
*SWISS CHARD ~ Use raw leaves in salads, or sauté the leaves and and finely chop the
stems to combine with olive oil and garlic, and add to pasta, frittata's, scrambled eggs and
stir-fries. To use, rinse under cold water. Once washed, it should be wrapped in paper towels
and refrigerated for up to 4 days.
PERPETUAL SPINACH ~ Actually a variety of Swiss Chard that won't go to heat during the
summer yet tastes just like spinach. Has already been rinsed and spun dry so it should last
longer than other greens. High in antioxidants and vitamins A, C, E, and iron so lightly cook or
enjoy raw for highest retention of nutritional value. Cook quickly until spinach turns a bright
green for best flavor. Use in salads, pasta, pestos, and egg dishes as well as being a favorite
for green smoothies.
SUMMER SALAD GREEN MIX ~ Has already been rinsed and dried so should last longer
than other danger-zone veggies. Plan to use this after other items have already been eaten.
Keep an eye on the bag though, if there are any bruised or damaged leaves, they will spoil
the whole bunch so remove any as soon as you notice them.

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
SUPER GREENS MIX ` A heartier salad green mix with "super powers." Includes lettuces
plus kale, spinach, chard, and collards. Great for salads and for smoothies! Like our other
mixes, it has already been rinsed and dried so it should last longer than some of your other
items so plan to use this after other more fragile veggies have already been eaten.
BASIL ~ The ultimate summer-time herb! Basil loves the temps toasty so it doesn't make its
appearance until it's hot! Besides being delicious in Italian and Thai dishes, basil is also
medicinal and helps soothe upset stomachs and anxiety. Basil-icious recipes you've got to try:
Caprese Salad, Basil Pesto, and Thai Basil Fried Rice. Also, you'll notice that its' fragrance is
divine so you just might want to sit and smell it too... ;)
OREGANO ~ Delicious added to marinara sauces for pasta and pizza, add a few leaves to
your salads for flavor and added nutrition, also delicious on any roasted or grilled meat.
Fresh oregano must be used quickly. Store whole stems with leaves in a glass of water with
a plastic bag loosely tented over the glass. If you know you can't use it that quickly, it's so
easy to dry for later use: lay out on a baking sheet to dry, turning over once or twice until
dried completely. Once dried, crumble and add to a spice jar.
MINT ~ Like all herbs, using fresh mint in cooking can help add flavor while giving an
opportunity to reduce sodium and sugar intake. I like sipping mint water throughout the
spring/summer to cool me down from the inside out, or I make mint tea by letting the mint
leaves and stems steep in boiling water when I need to warm up. Mint is a fun, fresh
addition to smoothies and salads. Before leaving the house, you can chew on a mint leaf to
freshen your breath without having to resort to gums and breath-mints that have harmful
chemicals.
THYME ~ A delicious herbal flavor, can be used in a number of ways. Add whole or
chopped to a dish at any stage of cooking. The longer they cook, however, the more flavor
they’ll provide. Thyme stems are fibrous and won’t break down during cooking, so if using
whole thyme stems, pick them out and discard before serving. If baking with thyme, remove
the small individual leaves from the stem beforehand. Store fresh thyme loosely wrapped in
a damp paper towel, inside a sealed plastic bag in the refrigerator, for up to two weeks.
Once removed from the stem, thyme leaves will stay fresh in a small sealed container in the
refrigerator for up to three days.

RECIPES AND IDEAS
CAPRESE SALAD
My favorite thing to make when the tomatoes start ripening and I'll eat it several times
a week until Septemer, if I can. When I was pregnant with Connor, our second child, I
craved Caprese Salad like only a pregnant woman can. I couldn’t get enough and that
still seems to be the case most of the time! Haha!
The sweet, acidic tomatoes, the moist, creamy mozzarella cheese, the punch of the fresh
basil, and then the delicious sweet-tart flavor of the balsamic vinegar… it makes my
mouth water just thinking about it! This is definitely a close-your–eyes-and-enjoy-allthe-flavors-while-you-chew dish.
Buy the best mozzarella cheese and balsamic vinegar you can. You won’t be sorry.

Ingredients

About 6 tomatoes, cut into bite-sized pieces (or 4 to 5 cups grape or
cherry tomatoes, sliced in halves)
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil, or more to taste
1 1/2 Tablespoons balsamic vinegar
6 leaves fresh basil, cut into slivers
1/2 pound mozzarella cheese, cut into bite-sized cubes
Salt and pepper to taste
Directions

1. Stir tomatoes, olive oil, balsamic vinegar, and basil together in a large salad
bowl.
2. Gently fold in the mozzarella cheese.
3. Season with salt and pepper.
4. Chill well before serving (if you can wait that long, that is.... often I can't! :)
But it is best served chilled.

GET TO KNOW

BASIL

Another one of my favorite things about summer!
Basil is a super delicious herb that loves the hot temps so we can only grow
it during the height of the summer. You're probably familiar with the dried
variety for spaghetti sauces and other Italian dishes, yet fresh basil takes that
to the next level. So good!

A Myriad of Ways to Use Bell Peppers...
1 - Just Slice & Enjoy. Many times we snack on them and eat them raw that we
don't even bother to cook them. Bell peppers make a tasty addition to a raw
veggie tray and are delicious with many kinds of dip.
But we also like to...
2. Grill 'em! Bell Peppers taste great right off the grill (indoor or out).
3. Great additions. We love adding them to our soups, stews, and chili's. I
always try to roughly chop as many as I can throughout the summer and freeze
them so I can use them throughout the winter. I usually run out long before
winter is over though... ;)
4. Be Green-er. For extra color and flavor, add sliced or diced bell peppers to
your favorite green salad.
5. Stack & Wrap. For extra crunch, color, flavor and nutrition, stack slices of any
color bell pepper on wraps and sandwiches.

GET TO KNOW YOUR VEGGIES

BASIL RECIPES - 'TIS THE SEASON FOR PESTO!

If you ask me it's always the season of Pesto as you can make pesto out of nearly
any green or herb with delicious results, but the pesto you're probably most
familiar with is Basil Pesto.
Pesto is a simple Italian sauce—it requires no cooking and only a few ingredients
—yet it adds so much depth of flavor that it seems much more fancy than it is.
We like lots of flavor with minimal effort and pesto fits the bill perfectly!
Traditionally made with basil, pine nuts, parmesan cheese, and garlic, it’s most
common during the summer months when basil, the traditional herb used, is at
its peak. But again, a pesto “recipe” is nothing more than a formula as any herbs
or greens, hard cheese, and nuts or seeds will be delicious. Pesto can be used in a
number of ways. Here’s just a few:
As a pasta sauce
As a replacement to your typical pizza sauce
Baked into bread like you would garlic bread
Mixed with mayonnaise and spread on bread for a sandwich
As a salad dressing by thinning the pesto with more oil
Toss veggies with pesto instead of butter
A foolproof formula for Pesto

2 cups packed basil leaves (or any herb or green)
1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese (or any hard cheese)
1/3 cup Pine nuts (or any nut or seed)
3 garlic cloves
1/4 to 1/2 cup of olive oil
Salt to taste
Using a blender or food processor, add the nuts first to chop finely. Then
add the remaining ingredients except for the olive oil. When well combined,
drizzle in the olive oil to hold the sauce together. If not used right away, pack
it tightly into an airtight jar and pour a thin layer of olive oil on top before
refrigerating. That will keep it from oxidizing and turning brown (although it’s
still perfectly edible when its discolored, just FYI.)

FOOD AS MEDICINE

“Let food be thy medicine, and medicine be thy food. Leave your drugs in the
chemist’s pot if you can heal the patient with food.”
Using food as medicine is not a new concept. The quote above comes from
Hippocrates, the father of Western medicine. Spoken 2500 years ago, his
words are especially relevant today.
Western Medicine has done a lot to help us, but we can’t forget how important
diet is to our health and wellbeing. We can, in fact, poison our bodies and wreak
havoc on our health through poor nutrition and diet. Over processed foods,
excessive amounts of sugar and salt, and food additives are all dangerous and can
lead to chronic disease and digestive distress.
This is a great time to change your perspective on food!! When gardens are
bursting forth with abundant, delicious, and highly nutritious fruits and vegetables,
start thinking of food as medicine and fuel for your body.
Here are four ways focusing on your diet can significantly impact your health and
wellbeing.

PREVENT AND FIGHT CHRONIC DISEASE
According to the CDC, “Chronic diseases and conditions—such as heart disease,
stroke, cancer, type 2 diabetes, obesity, and arthritis—are among the most
common, costly, and preventable of all health problems.” In 2012 the CDC
reported that about half of all adults—117 million people—had one or more
chronic health conditions.These diseases can be managed and/or prevented by
eating food that provides nutrition to your body.
That means adjusting your diet in the following ways, according to the NCBI:
Replace saturated and trans fats with unsaturated fats, including sources of
omega-3 fatty acids.
Ensure generous consumption of fruits and vegetables and adequate folic
acid intake.
Consume cereal products in their whole-grain, high-fiber form.
Limit consumption of sugar and sugar-based beverages.
Limit excessive caloric intake from any source.
Limit sodium intake.

FOOD AS MEDICINE, CON'T

TREAT DIGESTIVE DISORDERS OR SYMPTOMS THROUGH DIET
While medicine can have an impact on reducing or treating digestive disorder
symptoms, diet can have an even bigger impact. Adjusting your diet can help
acid reflux disease, GERD, Irritable Bowel Syndrome, ulcers, Celiac Disease,
constipation, Diverticulitis, and many more. But you don't have to adjust your diet
on your own. Our Farm Share Nutritionist, Audrey Butler, is also a very qualified
health coach and can consult with you individually and help you establish new
eating patterns that will address the disorders and symptoms you may be
experiencing.
BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM
Food is fuel for our bodies. Think about your car. It won’t run without gas. It also
won’t run on grape soda – or other non-fuel liquids. Your body works the same
way, it runs at its optimal performance when you fuel it with nutritious, whole
foods. Whole foods act as medicine to heal and protect your body and
boost your immune system. But when you fuel your body with processed foods,
chemicals, preservatives and additives, your immune system is lowered, and your
digestive system slows down. This is because these things are all devoid of
nutrients and hard for the body to process. Healthy, nutrient-rich and alive foods
help your body at the cellular level and build strong defenses enabling you to
combat illness and environmental toxins.
POSITIVELY IMPACT MENTAL HEALTH
Did you know that many scientists and physicians refer to the gut as the “mini
brain”? That’s because the brain and gut are connected through the Vagus nerve.
The brain and the gut are so connected that Chronic stress can actually shut down
your digestive system, increase acid production and cause heartburn or acid reflux.
Alternatively, putting whole, nutritious foods in your body can improve your
mental function. Remember, food is fuel not just for your body but for your mind
as well. Your brain requires nutrients just like your heart. When you eat nonnutritious foods you decrease brain function. There are also foods that help
increase brain function like oily fish, blueberries, broccoli and avocados.
What you eat, day in and day out (your diet) is important. Focus on nutrition and
you will find yourself more energized, alert, and healthier.
Adapated from https://www.gastrova.com/article/using-food-medicine/

WHAT'S HAPPENIN' OUT AT THE FARM

ONION HARVESTING...
Right after we harvest the garlic, it's usually time to start turning our
attentions to our onion patch. Once they start try to create seeds, it's time
to pull them up out of the ground, harvesting them so we can "cure" them.
As onions cure, the skins dry into papery wrappers, pungent compounds
replace sugars, and the necks at the top of the bulb come together to seal
out moisture and microorganisms. This will help them store longer,
although usually they're eaten long before that. We still cure them though
so we can all enjoy them throughout the remainder of the summer and fall.
We also cure our storage onions which we are experimenting with and will
be offering more of later in the year.
We cure the onions by spreading them out in a single layer on top of the
black plastic. We leave them spread out in a single layer. The warm, dry
temps and breezy afternoons are ideal for this. As the onions are curing,
their necks will gradually wither and the papery skins will tighten around the
bulbs.

